
AMX Mining Appoints Former Lithium Executive
to Board of Directors
The new member has more than thirty years of diverse experience in the mining industry including a
long tenure with various companies

CHONGQING, 400020, CHINA, July 12, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- AMX Mining (ISIN:
CN9738820018), a Chinese company focusing on mineral exploration for lithium deposits with the
mission to be a sustainable minerals exploration company providing shareholders with risk managed
discovery, development and mining opportunities, today announced that Mr. Cai Fuyin, has been
appointed to its board of directors effective immediately.
Mr. Fuyin has more than thirty years of diverse experience in the mining industry including a long
tenure with various companies spanning the lithium, gold, copper, iron ore, and coal divisions. He
worked previously in a top lithium corporation.
As leader this corporation, Mr. Fuyin presided over the force sales and mining employees. In addition
to launching plans for a new lithium hydroxide plant and a new lithium chloride plant, he enhanced
focus on downstream high-margin product lines and helped bolster research and development
activities. He was also a champion of employee development and quality programs. Cai Fuyin also
has experience in junior mining companies that have transitioned into mid-tier producers.
AMX Mining Chief Executive Officer, Mou Yang Guoqiang, commented on the new team member,
“We are very excited to have Cai Fuyin join the board of directors of AMX Mining. Cai has a deep
executive background in major project execution, large capital projects, mergers & acquisitions, and
complex corporate management issues. That sort of relevant lithium experience is an important
addition to our team. He has also led mine start-ups and rollouts of new technology with particular
focus on costs, quality, and people. It has been our objective for some time to add more major project
operations experience, major company lithium experience, and a legal background to our board. Cai
will help us in all three areas.”

About AMX Mining (ISIN: CN9738820018)

AMX Mining is a Chinese company focusing on mineral exploration for lithium deposits. AMX Mining’
mission is to be a sustainable minerals exploration company providing shareholders with risk
managed discovery, development and mining opportunities. The firm is an emerging low-cost
developer of lithium concentrates with its 100% owned project, a world class Lithium-brine project
located in Beihuo Salt Lake. The asset is well positioned to benefit from the robust lithium market
fundamentals on the back of emerging electric vehicle and energy storage growth given its proximity
to infrastructure, advanced feasibility stage, advanced offtake agreements and a highly experienced
management team.
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